
University of Windsor Snow Removal Plan 

 

Disclaimer:  The snow routes and times listed were comprised without the advent of conditions or factors 
that would be detrimental to satisfying the targets established in this report.  Conditions and factors such as 
numbers and availability of staff, equipment breakdown and/or availability, the time as well as the density and 
depth of the snowfall may produce negative effects on the targeted goals set within this plan. We will strive to 
ensure that the targets we set within the Plan are achieved. If such conditions or factors, listed above, exist 
during the course of any Snow Removal then the targeted goals may be delayed. 

Route Designations:   The route designated order, developed for this plan, was influenced by a number of 
legal and structural factors. These factors included health and safety concerns, accessibility issues, student 
needs, public needs, municipal legislation and the operational needs of the University of Windsor. Other 
factors that influenced the route designations were the number, type and availability of equipment and the 
number of snow removal personal available. 

For the purpose of snow removal the University of Windsor campus has been divided into six 
geographical areas. Each of these six areas has a snow removal personal (crew) assigned to them. These crews 
have been given specific instruction on how to proceed with their designated routes within their area. Each 
crew has a specific piece of equipment to help them complete their task.  Not only are these crews responsible 
for the snow removal in their specified parking lots the crew is also responsible for a number of other 
priorities within their area. These other priorities consist of the cleaning of their specified building entrances 
and steps, fire exits ,as well accessible ramps and porches in their area. All these responsibilities within each of 
the six areas cannot be done all at once. The need to develop specific routes and procedures was a necessity 
in order to accommodate our legal obligations as well as the needs of the University of Windsor. 

   In summary the Snow Removal routes were designed to be a benefit and not a detriment to the daily 
operations at the University of Windsor. They were provided for the safety and well being of all those who 
study, work or visit the University of Windsor campus. 

Service request or concerns should be sent to: 

• During working hour 8:30am to 4:00pm to Dispatch - 519 253 3000 ex 2850 or 
email repair.@uwindsor.ca 

• Off hours and holidays to Campus Police - 911 or 519 253 3000 ex 1234 
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